Rules

Regis Bonnessee

"Eons ago, before the world became the world and men began to dream and the ﬁrst magic was weaved, there existed
nothing but chaos and destruction. The just and merciful Old Gods eventually overcame the darkness that reigned the
cosmos, sealing it in a sacred urn.
On that day, we are told, the reign of men began.
Legend has it that the last God to travel up from the south entrusted the sealed urn to the ﬁrst Grand Wizard of the Kingdom of Men,
which would later become the Kingdom of Xidit.
It is said that the lid of the urn was lifted slightly, once and only once, in the city of Onys... The town was ravaged, and when the threat
was ﬁnally repelled the urn was sealed again and carried far away, to the Temple of Destiny in the farthest conﬁnes of the kingdom.
Centuries passed and the Southern Host was gradually forgotten... until that fateful day when the balance of the world was upset
once more.
The peaceful Kingdom of Xidit was celebrating the 500th anniversary of the birth of Ragnor Nelfaro, Xidit’s most powerful Grand
Wizard. The Guardians of Argos, the Arcane Council and the House of Nobles were all invited to the public festivities held in the
gardens of the Temple of Destiny.
The ceremonial Revelry Bell was rung to commemorate this remarkable event. As the crystal-clear sound of the bell rang out, the
temple doors shattered and a dark fog ﬂooded out, spreading shadow to every corner of the kingdom.
Thus was the Southern Host awakened for the second time. This emissary of chaos corrupted the hearts of creatures throughout the
land, whispering to their darkest instincts. Driven by a desire to destroy all forms of reason and order, they turned against their masters
and attacked the cities of men. The overwhelmed Wizards and awe-struck soldiery were unable to protect the kingdom, which rapidly
descended into terror and despair.
The House of Nobles acted on the people’s last desperate hope, sending out the Idrakys to raise armies and rally citizens’ hearts to
save the kingdom from a somber fate."
Chronicles of a Forgotten Host, Pycatrix, Vol. I.

Game Overview
Your task is to travel the Kingdom of Xidit, recruit brave
military Units, free Cities from dark threats and become the
Kingdom’s savior. Your bravery, ingenuity and boldness will be
rewarded and future generations will sing your praises.
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Game Components
70 Unit ﬁgurines of 5 different types:
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1

18 Peasant Militia
16 Archers
14 Infantry Units
12 Clerics
10 Battle Mages
.
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After recruiting these units, players can eliminate the
threats faced by Cities.

17
75 Sorcerers’ Guild Story ﬁgurines (15 of
each color: blue, red, green, yellow and black).
These ﬁgurines represent each player’s level of
Inﬂuence with the magical community at the
end of the game.
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12
60 Gold Sovereign tokens with values
of 1, 2 or 5. These tokens measure each
player’s Wealth at the end of the game.
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39 City tiles, consisting of a set of 18 tiles marked
for use in three-player games,
with a symbol
and a set of 21 tiles for four- and ﬁve-player games.
When the Front is showing, they are referred
to as Recruitment tiles and show which
Units to recruit.
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When the Rear is showing, they are referred
to as Threat tiles and show which threat is
facing the City, the Units required by that
City in order to eliminate that threat and the
available rewards.
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3 Assessment tiles.
These tokens are used to
designate the winner at
the end of the game.
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3 PLAYERS

100 Bard tokens (20 of each color: blue, red, green, yellow
and black). These tokens measure each player’s Reputation at
the end of the game.
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1 Bastion (requires
assembly). Bard tokens
played in the central
region of the Game
Board are placed inside
the Bastion.
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1 Year wooden token.
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2 Empty tokens. These
tokens show which Regions
are unavailable during a threeplayer game or short game.
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18 Score tokens (3 of each color:
blue, red, green, yellow, black and
grey - for the dummy player). At
the end of the game these tokens
indicate the players’ Wealth, their
Reputation across the Kingdom
and their level of Inﬂuence with the
magical community.
When the Front is showing,
they are referred to as Active
Player Score tokens.
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When the Rear is showing, they
are referred to as Eliminated
Player Score tokens.
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6 Titan tiles. These legendary
creatures invade the Kingdom if the
Awakening of the Titans event is
triggered during the game.

FRONT
SLUMBERING TITAN TILE

When the Front side is
visible, they are referred to as
Slumbering Titan tiles.
When the Rear side is visible,
they are referred to as Raging
Titan tiles.
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5 Order tokens. These tokens
show which Orders each
player has already issued
during a particular turn.
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1 First Player token.
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5 Programming Boards (assembly
required), each featuring six Programming
Wheels. The purpose of these boards is to
record the six Orders that players give their
Idrakys during each game turn.
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5 Idrakys and bases. These cutouts
represent the heroes that each player
controls on the Game Board.

5 Screens. These screens enable
players to hide their Units and Gold
Sovereigns as well as their stockpile
of Bard tokens during the game.

3 Calendar tiles. For the short
version of the game, these tokens
are placed over the Calendar on the
Game Board.
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1 Game Board representing the Kingdom of Xidit, showing:
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Cities 1 , numbered from 1 to 21. During the game, players can recruit Units in
certain Cities. Other Cities require Units in order to eliminate threats.
Roads 2 , in three different colors (black, red and blue). These roads run
between Cities, enabling players to travel through the Kingdom of Xidit.
Nine Regions 3 bounded by roads. Bard tokens are placed in these regions as
news of the players’ deeds spreads throughout the kingdom. Bard tokens played
in the central Region are placed secretly in the Bastion 4 . A lyre symbol and
two related values in each Region show the Reputation boost earned at the end
of the game by the players who placed the most Bard tokens in the Region 5 .
The Path of Destiny 6 , divided into two parts: the Recruitment Queue 7
(with the Threat tile discard pile to its right 8 ); and the Threat Queue 9 (with
the Recruitment tile discard pile to its left 10 ).
The Barracks 11 . Any unused Units are placed here.
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The Royal Bank 12 . Any unused Gold Sovereigns are placed here.
The Hall of Fame 13 . The Hall of Fame is used during the three assessments
that determine the winner at the end of the game.
The Score Track 14 . The Score Track records each player’s Wealth, level of
Inﬂuence with the magical community and Reputation across the Kingdom
during the three assessments at the end of the game.
Titans’ Lair 15 . The six Slumbering Titan tiles are placed in the Titans’ Lair at
the start of the game.
The Calendar. The long version of the game is played in 12 turns and the short
version in 9 turns 16 .
The Year wooden token shows the current turn, referred to as the Game Year 17 .
A Military Census is conducted every four Game Years 18 .

"The Kingdom of Xidit is the largest country on the continent of Bel’Liz. The kingdom, uniﬁed in Frugalys 40 under
the stewardship of the House of Nobles and the Arcane Council, has nine regions and 21 major cities."
– Geoarcania of Xidit, Irame, Chapter 56 –

" Of all the Kingdom’s Cities, the eponymous capital is undoubtedly the most
majestic. People come from far and wide to admire its elephantine walls,
which according to legend, were sculpted by the Old Gods themselves."

Game Rules

– A Traveler’s Guide to Xidit, Ned’Mod, Volume III –

The following guide relates to the long version of the game (12 Game Years). The
changes required for the short version (9 Game Years) and the three-player version
are described on pages 17 and 18.

Shufﬂe these City tiles and randomly stack them to form two piles of ﬁve tiles.

Setup for a four- or ﬁve-player game
Each player chooses a color and collects 1 Screen, 1 Idrakys cutout mounted on its
base, 1 Programming Board, 20 Bard tokens (hidden behind the Screen), 3 Score
tokens, 15 Sorcerers’ Guild Story tokens of the same color and 1 Order token.

Take one of the piles and place the ﬁve constituent tiles (Recruitment side
up) on the respective Cities on the Game Board (Cityy numbers are shown on
these tiles). Then place ﬁve Units ((Peasant Militia
/ Archers
/ Infantry
/ Clerics
/ Battle Mages
).
These ﬁve Units must match the ﬁve Unit symbols on the Recruitment tile.

Place the Game Board in the centre of the table.
Place the Year marker on the ﬁrst square 1 on the Calendar printed on the
Game Board.
Set up the Bastion in the central Region.

Place the 70 Units in the Barracks and place the Gold Sovereign tokens in
the Royal Bank.
Place each player’s Score tokens near the Hall of Fame.
Place the Slumbering Titan tiles on the Titans’ Lair. Place the two tiles
marked with 3
symbols randomly in the designated location. Do the
same for the tiles marked with 4 and 5
.

Take the second pile of ﬁve City tiles and place the ﬁve constituent tiles
(Threat side up) on the respective Cities on the Game Board (City numbers
are shown on these tiles).
The Game Board should now have ﬁve Cities with a Recruitment tile and ﬁve
Units, and ﬁve Cities with a Threat tile.
Take the remaining City tiles and randomly stack ﬁve of them, Recruitment
side up, on the Recruitment pile space on the Game Board. These tiles form
the Recruitment pile 1 .
Randomly stack the remaining tiles and place them, Threat side up, on the Threat
pile space on the Game Board. These tiles form the Threat pile 2 .

For a four- or ﬁve-player game, use the City tiles numbered 1 to 21.

2
Note that City tiles are referred to as Recruitment
tiles when placed Recruitment side up 1 , and as
Threat tiles when placed Threat side up 2 .
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1

The Recruitment Queue consists of a space for the Recruitment pile and another
space for the Next Recruitment tile 3 . The Threat Queue consists of a space for
the Threat pile and another space for the Next Threat tile 4 .
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Remove the top tile from the Recruitment pile and place it on the Next
Recruitment tile space 1 . This tile becomes the Next Recruitment tile.
Similarly, remove the top tile from the Threat pile and place it on the Next
Threat space 2 . This tile is now the Next Threat tile.

2

1

The Next Recruitment tile and Next Threat tile respectively show which Recruitment
and Threat tiles will appear next in the concerned Cities. They will be followed by the
top tiles in the Recruitment and Threat piles.
Take the three Assessment tiles and place them randomly on the corresponding
spaces in the Hall of Fame. For a four-player game, place all the tiles with the
side showing 1 . For a ﬁve-player game, place the ﬁrst tile with the
side showing and the remaining tiles with the
side showing 2 .

4 PLAYERS

Gameplay
The game is divided into 12 Game Years.
During each Game Year, players issue six Orders to their Idrakys. Players can
instruct their Idrakys to move, recruit brave soldiers or eliminate a threat facing a
City, earning rewards from the local lord as a result. Whenever a player eradicates a
threat they may choose two of the three available rewards, to increase their Wealth,
boost their Reputation across the Kingdom or enhance their Inﬂuence with the
magical community. At the end of the game, these three criteria are considered
in turn, eliminating players until only one remains: the "Savior of the Kingdom",
whose name will echo down through history...

PHASE ONE: SECRET ORDERS
Each player uses their Programming Board to plan six Orders that will be issued
to their Idrakys for the current Game Year. All players perform this programming
simultaneously, keeping their Orders secret.
These Programming Boards feature six Programming Wheels, with ﬁve icons
printed on each wheel. Players use the left-most Programming Wheel to issue their
ﬁrst Order, followed by the other ﬁve Programming Wheels in order, ending with
the one on the right.

1

Players may issue four types of order to their Idrakys:

5 PLAYERS

Move, by selecting one of the three Road icons
/
/
.
Recruit a Unit in a City that contains a Recruitment tile, by selecting the
Action icon.
Eliminate a threat facing a City that contains a Threat tile, by selecting the
Action icon.
Wait, by selecting the Wait icon.
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Give the First Player token to the oldest player.
Each player, starting with the First Player and proceeding clockwise, places
their Idrakys in the City of their choice (which may or may not contain a
City tile).

1

3

5

Note : For this initial placement, players must not place their Idrakys in a City
that already contains an Idrakys. This restriction does not apply during the game.

2
"Idrakys: accolade designating the ﬁrst heir – often the eldest son – to one
of the Kingdom’s ﬁve principal duchies: Rapha, Ombel, Ad Larian, Estoria
and Xidit. From early childhood, an Idrakys receives elite training in a wide
range of subjects including court etiquette, combat skills, diplomacy and
military strategy. Popular expression: "Nothing is too good for an Idrakys,
not even talent", and by extension "What an Idrakys wants, they get"."
– Greater Xidit – A Dictionary of Lore –
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Paul has just ﬁnished programming his Orders for the ﬁrst Game Year.
His ﬁrst Order is to move his Idrakys 1 ; his second is to perform an
action in a City 2 ; Paul’s third order is to move his Idrakys 3 ; his
fourth, to wait 4 ; his ﬁfth, to perform an action in a City 5 ; and
lastly, to move his Idrakys 6 .

Recruit a Unit

PHASE TWO: ORDER RESOLUTION
When all players have ﬁnished programming their Orders for the Game Year, they
reveal their Programming Boards. Players then execute the programmed orders as
follows. Beginning with the First Player and proceeding clockwise, each player in
turn executes their ﬁrst programmed Order.
Each player then carries out the remaining ﬁve Orders, beginning with the First
Player, followed by the player on their left and so on until the last player has
played their sixth Order.

A player who selects the Action icon
on their Programming Wheel must
recruit a Unit if their Idrakys is positioned in a City containing a Recruitment tile.
The player removes the newly recruited Unit from the City and places it behind
their Screen.
There are ﬁve different types
of Unit of different strength. The weakest Units
y
are the Peasant Militia
, followed by Archers
, Infantry
, Clerics
and
lastly, the most powerful Units, Battle Mages
.
When recruiting Units, the following two rules apply:

The purpose of the Order token is to enable each player to identify the most
recent Order carried out. As soon as a player has executed an Order, they should
cover it by placing their Order token over it on their Programming Board.

A player must always recruit the least powerful Unit present in the City.
Each player may recruit only one Unit per Game Year in a particular City.
For example, if a player issues several consecutive Action Orders to their Idrakys in
a City containing one or more Units, the player will only recruit one Unit, as soon
as it is possible to execute their Order.

Alex has just executed his second Order. He covers it with his Order token on
his Programming Board.
/

/

Move the Idrakys

If you selected one of the three Road icons
/
/
on your
Programming Wheel you must move your Idrakys to a neighboring City along
the Road of the selected color. All programmed movements MUST be carried out.

Stephanie is recruiting a Unit located in City no. 5. She collects a Peasant
Militia as this is the least powerful Unit present on the Recruitment tile.
"Sergeant! Do not give the Idrakys any more troops than you have to! We must
preserve the city’s forces in case we are attacked!"
– Raskadur the Ram, also known as "the tight lord of Colof" –
Note : The recruited Unit may not be the one you wanted but you must take it anyway.

Alex has his Idrakys in City no. 5. He selects the Road icon
to move his Idrakys to City no. 12 along the blue Road.

, as he intends

Note : The Action order
is ignored if the Recruitment tile is no longer present
in a City when you perform your action (except when eliminating a Raging Titan:
see page 13).

Eliminate a threat
"Thus did the Idrakys heroes set forth. Although they followed different paths,
they shared a common goal of saving the Kingdom... or possibly, bringing
everlasting glory to their family!"
– Annals of Barbanossa, Grand Historian of Xidit, Chapter 2 –

If you selected the Action icon
on your Programming Wheel, you MUST
eliminate a Threat facing a City if your Idrakys is positioned in a City containing a
Threat tile and you have the necessary Units behind your Screen.
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Threat tiles
"- Sergeant! Don’t tell me your army has been routed by an arcano-leech !
– Not by one, Milord… by a thousand of ‘em".

3

1 Hostile creatures roaming the area around
the City.

1
2

– Conversation between Raskadur the Ram and
his slime-covered sergeant-at-arms –

The following information appears on Threat tiles:

2 The Units that the local lord requires in order to
repel the threat.
3 The three types of reward that the lord is willing
to offer the player who liberates the City.

Note: An Action Order

is cancelled in the following cases:

If there is no longer a Threat tile on the City when the player performs their
action (except when eliminating a Raging Titan / see page 13).
If a player does not possess (behind their Screen) the Units needed to
eliminate the threat.
A player who successfully performs their Action may choose their rewards.

Three types of reward
Players choose two of the three available rewards.
p y who successfully repel a threat.
City lords offer three types of reward to players
These three rewards are shown by the
,
,
symbols on the Threat tile.

Provide the required Units
To eliminate a threat, a player must be able to provide all the Units shown on
the Threat tile. The player takes the Units from behind their Screen, shows them to
the other players, then returns them to the Barracks. Whenever a player eliminates
a threat, the lord of the liberated City offers a reward.

Alex takes an Archer and a Battle Mage from behind his Screen, shows them
to the other players and then returns them to the Barracks as these Units were
what the City required in order to eliminate the threat facing it.

: The player may collect the number of Gold
Collect Gold Sovereign tokens
Sovereign tokens of value 1 indicated on the Threat tile, taking them from the
Royal Bank. These tokens are placed behind the player’s Screen and kept secret
until the end of the game.
The players may make change (for example, exchange ﬁve coins of 1 for one coin
of 5) at any time during the game.
Gold Sovereign tokens are used at the end of the game to determine each
player’s Wealth.
If Paul chooses to receive
Gold Sovereigns as one of his
two rewards for eliminating
a threat, he will receive ﬁve
Gold Sovereigns as shown on
the Threat tile.

Place Bard tokens
: The player takes the number of Bard tokens (of the
appropriate color) shown on the Threat tile and places them in one or more
Regions adjacent to their Idrakys. In the central Region, Bard tokens are always
placed secretly inside the Bastion.
Bard tokens are used at the end of the game to determine each player’s level of
Reputation across the Kingdom.
Note: A player who has already placed all their Bard tokens may not choose
this reward.
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Sorcerers’ Guild Stories are used at the end of the game to determine each player’s
level of Inﬂuence with the magical community.

As one of his two rewards, Paul has chosen for the local lord to send out Bards
to sing his praises in the neighboring Regions. He may place four tokens in
Regions adjacent to his Idrakys, as shown on the Threat tile. If he decides to
place any Bard tokens in the central Region, they are placed in the Bastion
where they remain secret until the end of the game.
Build Sorcerers’ Guild Stories
: The player takes the number of Sorcerers’
Guild Stories shown on the Threat tile and places them next to the City, on the
space marked with the symbol
.

Alex has chosen to build Sorcerers’ Guild Stories. The Threat tile allows him to
build up to four stories of his color on the designated space next to the occupied
city. As he already has a two-story tower in this City, he may add only two
of his four stories, bringing his tower up to the height limit. The other two
unused stories remain in his personal stockpile.
"Valiant Idrakys, thanks to your assistance we shall be able to build a
Sorcerers’ Guild to protect our city more effectively. Your courage will be a
source of inspiration and respect for all our apprentices."
– Rastascagne, hazel wizard of the city of Beau Bourg –

Wait
Note that the following restrictions apply:
Sorcerers’ Guilds cannot be more than four stories tall.
There can be only one Sorcerers’ Guild in each City.
A player may increase the number of stories in an existing Sorcerers’ Guild
built by their Idrakys by eliminating another threat (subject to the height
limit of four stories).

Selecting the Wait icon
in its current location.

instructs an Idrakys not to move or perform an action

"In today’s impatient world, waiting for the perfect opportunity demands
uncommon strength of character."
– Maxim attributed to Archmage Ragnor Nelfaro, Alabaster Prophet –

In other words, a City can never have more than one Sorcerers’ Guild or have a
Sorcerers’ Guild with stories of different colors.
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Replenish the Recruitment Queue and Threat Queue:
When a Recruitment tile is moved to a City, immediately take the top tile on
the Recruitment pile and place it in the Next Recruitment space.

When a Threat tile is moved to a City, immediately take the top tile on the
Threat pile and place it on the Next Threat space.

PHASE THREE: CITY TILE MANAGEMENT
A - Renewing Recruitment and Threat tiles

4

1

2
4

3
If the Recruitment or Threat pile is empty, it must be replenished immediately:

Remove a Recruitment or Threat tile from the Game Board:
When a player recruits the last Unit present in a City, remove the Recruitment
tile from the City and place it on the Recruitment discard pile 1 .
When a player eliminates a threat by providing the Units required in order
to defend the City, remove the Threat tile from the City and place it on the
Threat discard pile 2 .

If the Recruitment pile is empty, collect the tiles from the Threat Discard pile
and turn them over to reveal the Recruitment side. These tiles now form the new
Recruitment pile. 1
If the Threat pile is empty, collect the tiles from the Recruitment Discard pile
and turn them over to reveal the Threat side. These tiles now form the new
Threat pile. 2

2

1

Place a new Recruitment or Threat tile on the Game Board:
When a Recruitment or Threat tile is removed, you must immediately place
another one on the Game Board. If a Recruitment tile has been removed,
take the tile currently located on the Next Recruitment space 3 and place
it on the corresponding City on the Game Board. Similarly, if a Threat tile
has been removed, take the tile on the Next Threat space 4 .
When a new Recruitment tile is placed on the Game Board, if one or
more requested Units are no longer available in the Barracks, leave the tile
incomplete. Do not ﬁll the empty locations with Units of a different type.
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If there are no tiles in either of the discard piles with which to form a
new Recruitment or Threat pile, leave the Recruitment pile or Threat pile
space empty.
If there are no more tiles in the Recruitment Queue and the Recruitment pile
cannot be replenished, take the top tile from the Threat pile and place it,
Recruitment side up, on the Next Recruitment space.

City tiles – Forward planning
It is possible to anticipate the appearance of a particular Recruitment or Threat
tile and issue Orders for the current Game Year accordingly. Players can see which
Recruitment and Threat tiles will be placed on the Game Board next by looking at
the Recruitment Queue and the Threat Queue.
If there are no more tiles in the Threat Queue and it is not possible to
replenish the Threat pile, perform the Awakening of the Titans and Arrival of
Reinforcements events immediately. Multiple Awakening of the Titans and
Arrival of Reinforcements events may occur during a game.

1

2

1

2

Paul has recruited the last remaining Unit on the Recruitment tile for City no. 8 1 .
Before resolving the next player’s Order, this tile must be placed on the
Recruitment Discard pile 2 .

5

3

3

4
Paul then takes the Next Recruitment tile 3 , places it on the appropriate City
and places the ﬁve speciﬁed Units on it 4 . Lastly, he takes the top tile from the
Recruitment pile and places it on the Next Recruitment space 5 .

1 Tile no. 12 is currently in the Next Threat space, and will therefore be the
next Threat tile placed on the Game Board. Stephanie believes that Paul
or Alex will eliminate a threat during the Game Year, as a consequence of
which tile no. 12 will be placed on the Game Board.
2 Planning ahead, she instructs her Idrakys to eliminate a threat in City
no. 12 as her sixth Order
.
3 As she correctly predicted, Threat tile no. 12 is indeed placed on the Game
Board. Her sixth order is therefore valid, enabling her to eliminate the
threat facing City no. 12.
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B – Awakening of the Titans and Arrival of Reinforcements
Arrival of Reinforcements
Titan tiles
Whenever the Awakening of the Titans event occurs, Reinforcements arrive as follows:
Titan tiles are double-sided :

Collect all tiles in the Threat Discard pile and ﬂip them over.

When the Front is visible, they are referred
to as Slumbering Titan tiles. Slumbering
Titan tiles have no effect on the game.

FRONT
SLUMBERING
TITAN TILE

When ﬂipped so that the Rear is visible,
they are known as Raging Titan tiles.
Raging Titan tiles behave like new threats
that players can eliminate.

REAR
RAGING
TITAN TILE

Awakening of the Titans
Place the remaining tiles from the Recruitment pile on top of these tiles.
1 If there are no more tiles in the Threat Queue and it is not possible to replenish

the Threat pile, perform the Awakening of the Titans event.

1

2

1

2 Each Slumbering Titan tile on the top of each Titan pile is then ﬂipped to

reveal its Raging Titan side.

Take the ﬁrst two tiles from this new pile to form a new Recruitment pile.
Place this pile on the Recruitment pile space.

If there are still one or more Raging Titan tiles on top of one or more
piles, leave them as they are. Only ﬂip Slumbering Titan tiles on the top
of piles. 1
If there are no more Titan tiles in one or more of the piles in the Titans’ Lair,
no additional Slumbering Titans are awakened in that pile. 2

1

Shufﬂe the remaining tiles and ﬂip them over to form the new Threat pile.
Place this pile on the Threat pile space.
SHUFFLE

2

4

x2
4

12

Note: The Arrival of Reinforcements event is also systematically triggered,
regardless of the state of the Titan piles.

Take the top tile from the Threat pile and place it on the Next Threat space.

4

2
1

3

Eliminating a Raging Titan tile
"Some still say that giant familiars lie sleeping, deep beneath Xidit’s rolling
countryside, banished and imprisoned in the depths of the earth since the
dawn of time. No wizard, not even Arus the Fallen, has ever succeeded in
rousing them from their slumbers. If such creatures really did exist, what
dreadful inﬂuence might the Southern Host have on them?"
– by Eolis to the Arcane Council meeting in Daenerys 15 –
A Raging Titan tile behaves as a new threat. Players may eliminate it in the same
way as a Threat tile. However, the following exceptions apply:
Raging Titan tiles are not associated with a particular City. They may
therefore be eliminated from any City that does not already contain a Threat
or Recruitment tile.
When eliminating a Raging Titan tile, the type of Units required is not speciﬁed.
For each icon
shown on the tile, the player takes one unit of their choice
from behind their Screen and returns it to the Barracks.
It is not possible to eliminate a Threat tile and a Titan tile or eliminate multiple
Titan tiles in the same City during the same Game Year.
When a Raging Titan tile is eliminated, it is removed from play and placed in
the game box.
If there is no longer a Threat or Recruitment tile on a City when a player
performs an action but a Raging Titan tile is still available, the player is not
obliged to eliminate the Titan.

Alex is in City no. 4, which does not contain a City tile 1 He has not yet
performed an action in that City this turn. The Order issued to his Idrakys is to
perform an action
. There are two Raging Titan tiles in the Titans’ Lair. Alex
decides to eliminate the Titan that requires only three Units 2 . He takes three
Units of his choice from behind his Screen and returns them to the Barracks 3 .
The eliminated Titan tile is removed from play and placed in the game box.

PHASE FOUR: MILITARY CENSUS
A Military Census is performed at the end of Game Years 4, 8 and 12. The
players with the most of each type of Unit receive a reward from the Kingdom’s
noble houses.
"To ensure that everyone contributes to the war effort in defense of the
realm, it is hereby decreed that the House of Nobles and the Arcane
Council shall offer their support to Idrakys who safeguard the armies that
they have raised."
– Decree 1.5 AC/DC published in Barbarys 76 –
Each of the ﬁve types of Unit (Peasant Militia
/ Archers
/ Infantry
/
Clerics
/ Battle Mages
) is subject to the census.
Each player secretly places the number of Units of the ﬁrst type (Peasant Militia)
that they wish to reveal to all players in one hand. Players are under no obligation
to reveal all their Units.
All players open their hand simultaneously to reveal their Units. The player who
reveals the most Units of the speciﬁed type receives a reward.
The same procedure is then repeated for the other four types of Unit.
Note: After each Military Census, revealed Units are put back behind the
players’ Screens.
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The player with the most Peasant Militia Units receives
1 Gold Sovereign token of value 1.
The player with the most Archers receives 2 Gold Sovereign
tokens of value 1.
The player with the most Infantry may place 1 Bard token in
a Region adjacent to their Idrakys.
The player with the most Clerics may place 2 Bard tokens in
either one or two Regions adjacent to their Idrakys.
The player with the most Battle Mages may add one story
to an existing Sorcerers’ Guild, subject to the normal
height limit.

PHASE SIX: END OF THE GAME
The game ends after the ﬁnal Military Census at the end of the 12th Game Year.

Note: If a player who has not yet built a Sorcerers’ Guild wins the Battle Mage
reward, this bonus story should be placed behind their Screen. As soon the player
is able to add this story to other stories in a Sorcerers’ Guild built by their Idrakys,
they must place it on the Game Board.

At the end of the game, three consecutive assessments
are performed. Each assessment ranks the players
based on either their Wealth, their level of Inﬂuence
with the magical community or their Reputation
across the Kingdom. During the ﬁrst assessment, one
player (or two players in a ﬁve-player game) is
eliminated. During the second assessment, another of
the remaining players is eliminated. Last but not least,
the third assessment eliminates one of the two
surviving players. The only player still in contention is
declared the winner.

If two or more players tie for the majority during one of the censuses, they each
collect 1 Gold Sovereign token or place 1 Bard token or 1 Sorcerers’ Guild story,
depending on the type of reward granted by the noble houses.
Note: Tied players entitled to place Bard tokens must place them in the order of
play (the player nearest the First Player token is the ﬁrst to place their Bard token).
STEVE

PAUL

The three Assessment tiles
The Hall of Fame is divided into three columns, each with a corresponding
Assessment tile 1 .

ALEX

STEPHANIE

Steve, Paul, Stephanie and Alex are conducting a census of their Clerics. Steve
and Paul each show one Cleric, Alex does not show any and Stephanie shows
two. Stephanie has a majority and is therefore entitled to place a total of two
Bard tokens in one or two Regions adjacent to her Idrakys.

There are three Assessment tiles:
The Wealth
Assessment tile

2

2

2

1

1

1

The Inﬂuence
Assessment tile

PHASE FIVE: END OF THE GAME YEAR
When all players have carried out all their Orders for the current Game Year, and
following the Military Census in years 4 and 8, move the Year marker forward one
space. The ﬁrst player passes the First Player token to the player to their left. Phase
One of the next Game Year may then begin.

The Reputation
Assessment tile

Five boxes are shown above each of these tiles 2 . Their purpose is to rank the
players during each of the three assessments.
Note: The order in which these Assessments are performed is determined
randomly at the start of each game.
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First Assessment

For the Reputation Assessment tile:

Identify the ﬁrst Assessment tile and carry out the ﬁrst assessment.
If this is the Wealth Assessment tile:
A player’s Wealth is considered to be the combined value of all the Gold Sovereign
tokens accumulated during the game.

12

If two or more players tie for ﬁrst place, each player scores reputation points
equal to the greater of the two numbers in the Region’s scoring symbol. If there
is a tie for ﬁrst place, no points are awarded for second place.

7
5

Each player’s Reputation across the Kingdom is evaluated after examining all the
Regions on the Game Board in which Bard tokens have been placed. The contents
of the Bastion are then revealed.
For each Region, the player with the most Bard tokens scores reputation points
equal to the greater of the two numbers shown in the Region’s scoring symbol.
The player with the second-highest number of Bard scores reputation points equal
to the smaller of the two numbers shown in the Region’s scoring symbol.

3

If two or more players tie for second place, each player scores reputation points
equal to the smaller of the two numbers in the Region’s scoring symbol.

STEVE

Each player uses one of their three Active Player Score tokens to show their level
of Wealth on the Score Track.
ALEX

"Xidit’s monetary system is based on four denominations: the tin farthing,
the glass bit, the crystal gala and the sovereign, of which there are three
different types. One gold sovereign is worth 1,000 farthings."

STEPHANIE

– Arcane Economics – Getting It and Spending It in Xidit –
PAUL

0

For the Inﬂuence Assessment tile:
A player’s level of Inﬂuence with the magical community is determined by the
number of Sorcerers’ Guild Stories of their color placed on the Game Board.
Note: Any Sorcerers’ Guild Stories that a player may have behind their Screen
but was unable to place on the Game Board during the game (because all their
Sorcerers’ Guilds already had the maximum four stories) are ignored during the
Inﬂuence assessment.

10
BLUE PLAYER’S GUILDS ON THE BOARD

BLUE PLAYER’S SCORE

Each player uses one of their three Active Player Score tokens to indicate their level
of Inﬂuence with the magical community on the Score Track.

A player’s level of Reputation across the Kingdom is the combined value of the
reputation points acquired in the various Regions.
Each player uses one of their three Active Player Score tokens to show their level
of Reputation on the Score Track.

Ranking players during the ﬁrst Assessment
The player whose Active Player Score token is highest on the Score Track moves
their Score token to the top box in the Hall of Fame’s ﬁrst column. The player
whose Active Player Score token is second-highest on the Score Track moves their
Score token to the next box in the same column in the Hall of Fame. Repeat the
procedure for the remaining players to obtain a ﬁnal ranking. If two or more
players tie, they should stack their Active Player Score tokens in the same box in
the Hall of Fame.
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Resolving ties

Second and third Assessments

If two or more players are tied in the Hall of Fame, the tie is broken by comparing
the total number of Units behind the Screens of the players concerned. The player
with the most units wins the tie. The stacked Score tokens can then be separated. If
players are still tied, the player furthest from the First Player token (in the direction
of play) wins the tie.

The procedure for the second and third assessments is the same as for the ﬁrst
assessment, except that the Score tokens of any players eliminated in a previous
assessment are placed on their Eliminated side. Ignore these Score tokens when
determining the lowest-ranked player in the current assessment.
After the third assessment, the one remaining player whose Score token is still
placed Active side up wins the game and is declared "Savior of the Kingdom".

Eliminating a player
When the players have been ranked, the lowest-ranked player is eliminated.
Show this by ﬂipping the eliminated player’s Active Player Score token to show its
Eliminated side in the Hall of Fame.

Paul is declared
"Savior of the
Kingdom"

Important: In a ﬁve-player game, TWO players are
eliminated during the ﬁrst assessment.

4 PLAYERS

5 PLAYERS

1ST ASSESSMENT

1ST ASSESSMENT

ELIMINATION

1ST ASSESSMENT

1ST ASSESSMENT

ELIMINATION

ELIMINATION

During the Wealth assessment, Stephanie and Paul are tied in last place and
each has 18 Gold Sovereigns. To break the tie, they compare the number of
Units behind their respective Screens. Stephanie has a total of 2 Units and
Paul has 4. Stephanie is therefore eliminated and her Active Player Score
token is ﬂipped onto its Eliminated side.

2ND ASSESSMENT

3RD ASSESSMENT

During the second assessment, Paul, Stephanie, Alex and Steve respectively
have Inﬂuence levels of 12, 11, 9 and 8. Paul places his Player token in
the top space, followed by Stephanie, Alex and ﬁnally Steve. All the Score
tokens are placed with the Active side showing, except Stephanie’s, which is
placed with the Eliminated side showing as she was eliminated during the
ﬁrst assessment. As Steve is the lowest-ranked of the three players who still
have their Score token Active side up, he now ﬂips his Score token to reveal
its Eliminated side.
During the third assessment, Stephanie, Paul, Alex and Steve have Reputation
levels of 18, 16, 15 and 12, respectively. Stephanie and Steve place their Score
tokens Eliminated side up, as they were eliminated during the previous two
assessments, unlike Paul and Alex. As Paul ranks above Alex in the third and
ﬁnal assessment, he is declared "Savior of the Kingdom".

"After 12 long years of struggle, the Southern Host disappeared as
suddenly as it had appeared. The Idrakys received the call to return to
their houses and ended their travels through the newly-restored Kingdom.
Indigenous creatures regained their senses and went back to their former
lives in the countryside or in the service of the wizards. But History is
a cruel mistress, and of all the Idrakys, only one is remembered to this
day – the Savior of the Kingdom, Xidit’s most valiant defender. As for the
Southern Host, if your mind is troubled by questions such as How, Who
and Why?... that is another story..."
– Chronicles of a Forgotten Host, Pycatrix, Epilogue, Volume I –
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Variants
Note: The two variants described below may be played separately or combined.

Three-player game with a Dummy Player

Regions 1 and 2 will be unavailable: place an Empty token over the scoring
information for these Regions.

1

2

Note: During the game, players may move to and from Cities that border Regions
containing an Empty token. Players may travel through all Cities, even if a City’s
tile is not used in the game (e.g. City no. 21). This means that players may pass
through all 21 Cities on the Game Board and even eliminate Raging Titans while
in them. Note that when a Titan is eliminated, players may not place Bard tokens
in an unavailable region but they are allowed to build Sorcerers’ Guild Stories in
Cities bordering unavailable Regions.

SETUP
The setup for a three-player game is slightly different:
For a three-player game, use the 18 City tiles with the

symbol.

Place only four Units on Recruitment tiles, rather than the ﬁve used in a
four- or ﬁve-player game.
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Only four Recruitment tiles and four Threat tiles are placed on the Game Board
(instead of ﬁve).
The three Assessment tiles are placed with the

side visible.

The Dummy Player does not take part in Military Census events and does not
move around the Game Board.
Set up the Dummy Player Board next to the Game Board.
Place a Dummy Player token on space 6 on the Dummy Player board, in the
column containing the symbol corresponding to the ﬁrst Assessment tile; place
a second token on space 5, in the column containing the symbol corresponding
to the second Assessment tile; and place a ﬁnal token on space 4, in the column
containing the symbol corresponding to the third Assessment tile.

+1

Stephanie has eliminated a threat and decides to increase the dummy player’s Wealth.
The winner is designated by the same process of elimination as in a four-player
game. The points accumulated by the Dummy Player are taken into consideration. It
is therefore possible for the dummy player to eliminate human players. If the Dummy
Player ties with a human player on any of the assessments, the Dummy Player is
eliminated.

Short version - Nine Game Years

If you want to play a shorter game lasting only nine Game Years, make the
following adjustments:
Place the Calendar tiles on the Calendar space on the Game Board, to
restrict the game length to nine Game Years.
Military Censuses are performed at the end of the third, sixth and ninth
Game Years.
Fewer Cities and Regions are available:
Note: For a more challenging game, you can conﬁgure the Dummy Player with
7 points for the ﬁrst assessment, 6 for the second and 5 for the third.

With ﬁve players, remove City tiles nos. 20 and 21 and place an Empty
token in Region 2 .

The rest of the game setup is essentially the same as for a four- or ﬁve-player game.

With four players, remove City tiles nos. 19, 20 and 21 and place an Empty
token on Regions 1 and 2 .

HOW THE DUMMY PLAYER WORKS
At the start of the game, the dummy player already has a certain level of Inﬂuence
with the magical community, a level of Wealth and a level of Reputation across the
Kingdom. These levels are indicated by the three Dummy Player tokens on the
Dummy Player Board. During the game, whenever a player eliminates a threat,
they must move one of the Dummy Player tokens up one space on the Dummy
Player Board, increasing its Inﬂuence, Wealth or Reputation accordingly.
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With three players, remove City tiles nos. 14 and 18 (remember to use
the set of tiles with the
symbol) and place Empty tokens on Regions
1 and 2 .
The rest of the game is played in the same way as the standard version.

Example Game Turn

Turn 3:
– Five Units are stationed in City no. 6: 1 Peasant Militia,
2 Archers, 1 Infantry and 1 Battle Mage. The blue player recruits the least
powerful available Unit (i.e. the Peasant Militia) and places it behind her Screen.

3

The blue player has been designated First Player and is beginning her turn in City
no. 7. She already has 2 Peasant Militia, 2 Archers and 1 Cleric behind her Screen.

The other players carry out their third Order.

Her six Orders for the current Game Year are as follows:

4

Turn 4:
– The blue player moves her Idrakys from City no. 6 to City
no. 11 along the blue Road.
The other players carry out their fourth Order.

5

Turn 5:
– The blue player moves her Idrakys from City no. 11 to
City no. 17 along the red Road.
The other players carry out their ﬁfth Order.

Turn 6:
– The blue player provides the lord of City no. 17 with the
Units it needs in order to eliminate a threat, namely 1 Peasant Militia,
1 Archer and 1 Cleric. She takes these Units from behind her Screen and returns
them to the Barracks. As her rewards, she chooses to build a three-story Sorcerers’
Guild in the City and to place three Bard tokens in Regions adjacent to her Idrakys
(deciding not to collect any Gold Sovereign tokens this time). She decides to place
one of her Bard tokens in the snowy region and puts the remaining two tokens
inside the Bastion in the central Region.
The Threat tile in City no. 17 is then removed from the Game Board and placed
on the Threat Discard pile. A new Threat tile is collected from the Next Threat
space and placed on a City (no. 14). Lastly, the top tile on the Threat pile is moved
to the Next Threat space.

6

Order resolution:
Turn 1:
– A Recruitment tile has been placed in City no. 7 and there are
still three Units on it: 1 Archer, 1 Infantry and 1 Battle Mage. The player
recruits the Archer (which is the least powerful available Unit) and places it behind
her Screen.

1

The other players carry out their ﬁrst Order.

2

Turn 2:
– The blue player moves her Idrakys from City no. 7 to City
no. 6 along the red Road.

The other players carry out their sixth and ﬁnal Order for the current Game Year.
The other players carry out their second Order.

The blue player passes the First Player token to the player on her left.

1

6
5

2

4

3
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